The light is dimmed by piles of paper. Floorboards groan under the pressure of fat, sweaty bodies. Reception staff scream as strips are torn off them. Just when you thought it couldn't get worse, award-wanting directors Cameron and Clegg bring you a story of power, greed and sex (safer hopefully!). A tale bursting with twists and turn-arounds the like of which haven't been seen for over 10 years. Coming to a clinic near you: 'Fund-holding II -Commissioning Consortia'.
So, fund-holding is back -whoopee! Been there, done that, bought the swimming, sorry, patient rehab hydrotherapy pool with the massive savings we made before the scheme was pulled from under us, as most general practice successes are. But in the words of Whitesnake, in number 5 spot in the 'songs in my head' chart this week: 'Here I Go Again!'.
Oh I can hardly contain myself -in fact, in the number 4 spot this week in my head chart it's the Pointer Sisters with 'I'm So Excited!'. It's going to be so much fun, just like Dragon's Den as providers stand (or kneel if I get my way) surgical cap in hand with their ideas basically wanting a stack of cash to provide them. Well, yes, Mr Hospital Trust, you can have £100 000 but for this I want patients to be able to walk out of hospital when discharged, not carried out so they immediately score you another 'ker-ching' re-admission fee before actually leaving the building; any acquired hospital infection will trigger a 10% discount on a patient's treatment costs; if any investigations already performed by the patient's GP are repeated, you'll refund the cost; and no more offering patients appointments at times when they've said they're going to be away -OK?
Now, where's the pharmacy adviser's number? Let's see the look on their face now the tables are turned. Yes, it is quite an expensive drug isn't it, and yes there is a cheaper version. But you see, as I've tried to make you understand many times before, the cheaper version just doesn't work does it? So, I think we'll go with the more costly drug, which will in essence save us money in the long term. Do close the door on your way out, won't you?
One thing we'll need to change though is the rules about what savings can be used for. No, I'm not talking about adding Mercedes and BMWs to the list of approved patientbeneficial items. I'm talking about the previous nonsense that prevented us -in our patch anyway -from using savings to employ a doctor whilst allowing us to employ a candleabusing therapist, or have a water cooler in the waiting room. Moreover, we don't want any of this ridiculous, and childish, "I'm spending the money so you can't take it off me" behaviour that resulted in the ratio of practice ECG machines to doctors being in the region of 2 to 1.
I'd almost forgotten the fun we'll have with our hospital colleagues when they have to come to our practice to run an outpatient clinic. They'll get a crash course in what general practice does -to make up for the fact that they didn't bother attending their student GP placement -and let's see how they like having to pay to park. So, in at number 3 this week, Madness with 'House of Fun'.
Once and for all we'll be able to put an end to this drive to make GPs take on the provision of sexual health services. There's only one place these should be and that's in a properly staffed and equipped GUM clinic as the Take That hit 'Ain't No Sense in Love' emphasises with its lyric "Oh, this misery. There's no place on earth I'd rather be" -in at number 2 this week.
Why am I so excited about this latest development in health services in the UK? Because I've been through it before so know how to make it work, for everybody's benefit. It's the same old story re-named, like many movies. Bad guy dumps on good guy, placing good guy in seemingly impossible position and making survival unlikely. But good guy finds weakness in bad guys' plans, turns things around, saves the day and lives happily ever after. The End. Roll credits to song in the number 1 spot this week which, if history is anything to go by, will be there for a while yet: Bryan Adams singing 'Everything I Do', I do for … my patients, obviously. 
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